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Understanding autonomous
and connected vehicles



An autonomous car (also known as a driverless car, self-driving 
car, robotic car, auto) is a vehicle that is capable of sensing its 
environment and navigating without human input.
Autonomous cars use a variety of techniques to detect their surroundings, such 
as radar, laser light, GPS, odometry and computer vision. Advanced control 
systems interpret sensory information to identify appropriate navigation paths, as well 
as obstacles and relevant signage. Autonomous cars must have control systems that 
are capable of analyzing sensory data to distinguish between different cars on the 
road.
The potential benefits of autonomous cars include reduced mobility and infrastructure 
costs, increased safety, increased mobility, increased customer satisfaction and 
reduced crime. Specifically a significant reduction in traffic collisions the resulting 
injuries; and related costs, including less need for insurance. 
Autonomous cars are predicted to increase traffic flow; provide enhanced mobility for 
children, the elderly,[disabled and the poor; relieve travelers from driving and 
navigation chores; lower fuel consumption; significantly reduce needs for parking 
space; reduce crime; and facilitate business models for transportation as a service, 
especially via the sharing economy. This shows the vast disruptive potential of the 
emerging technology.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odometry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car#cite_note-tooOld-9


Fittingly, the modern era of autonomous
vehicles also began with a competition, held
in March 2004 in the Mojave desert. It was
organized by DARPA, America’s main
research agency, and required driverless
vehicles to navigate a 150-mile off-road
course.
Encouraged by this rapid progress, Google
set up a self-driving car project in 2009, led by
Mr Thrun. Since then the participants in the
various DARPA contests have gone on to
work on autonomous-vehicle technology at
Google, Uber, Tesla and a host of startups.
Prototype self-driving cars first took to
America’s public roads in 2012; they have
since travelled millions of miles and have
become steadily more capable. But the
technology is not ready for mass deployment
just yet. A fully autonomous car must solve
three separate tasks: perception (figuring out
what is going on in the world), prediction
(determining what will happen next) and
driving policy (taking the appropriate action)



The 5 Levels of Automation

www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/techno
logies

http://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/technologies




LEVEL ZERO—NO AUTOMATION
At Level 0 Autonomy, the driver performs all operating tasks like steering, braking,
accelerating or slowing down, and so forth.

LEVEL ONE—DRIVER ASSISTANCE
At this level, the vehicle can assist with some functions, but the driver still handles
all accelerating, braking, and monitoring of the surrounding environment. Think of
a car that brakes a little extra for you when you get too close to another car on the
highway or the lane keeping.

LEVEL TWO—PARTIAL AUTOMATION
Most automakers are currently developing vehicles at this level, where the vehicle
can assist with steering or acceleration functions and allow the driver to disengage
from some of their tasks. The driver must always be ready to take control of the
vehicle and it still responsible for most safety-critical functions and all monitoring of
the environment.



LEVEL THREE—CONDITIONAL 
AUTOMATION
The biggest leap from Level 2 to Levels 3 and
above is that starting at Level 3, the vehicle
itself controls all monitoring of the
environment (using sensors like LiDAR). The
driver’s attention is still critical at this level,
but can disengage from “safety critical”
functions like braking and leave it to the
technology when conditions are safe. Many
current Level 3 vehicles require no human
attention to the road at speeds under 37
miles per hour.



LEVEL FOUR —HIGH AUTOMATION
At Levels 4 and 5, the vehicle is capable of steering,
braking, accelerating, monitoring the vehicle and
roadway as well as responding to events, determining
when to change lanes, turn, and use signals.

At Level 4, the autonomous driving system would first
notify the driver when conditions are safe, and only then
does the driver switch the vehicle into this mode. It
cannot determine between more dynamic driving
situations like traffic jams or a merge onto the highway.

5⃣ LEVEL FIVE—COMPLETE AUTOMATION
Last and least (in terms of human involvement), is Level
5 autonomy. This level of autonomous driving requires
absolutely no human attention. There is no need for
pedals, brakes, or a steering wheel, as the autonomous
vehicle system controls all critical tasks, monitoring of the
environment and identification of unique driving
conditions like traffic jams.



Sensing the Environment

Autonomous cars perceive the world through a combination of sensors
including cameras, radar and LIDAR—a radar-like technique that uses
invisible pulses of light to create a high-resolution 3D map of the surrounding
area. The three complement each other. Cameras are cheap and can see
road markings, but cannot measure distance; radar can measure distance
and velocity, but cannot see in fine detail; LIDAR provides fine detail but is
expensive and gets confused by snow. Most people working on autonomous
vehicles believe a combination of sensors is needed to ensure safety and
reliability. (Tesla is a notable exception: it hopes to achieve full autonomy
without the use of LIDAR.) High-end LIDAR systems currently cost tens of
thousands of dollars, but startups are devising new solid-state designs that
should eventually reduce the price to a few hundred dollars.

When an AV gets confused and does not know how to respond, or makes the
wrong decision, the safety engineer in the driving seat takes over. This is
known as a “disengagement”, and the number of disengagements per 1,000
miles travelled provides a crude measure of how the companies developing
AVs compare (see chart). Disengagements are best seen not as failures but
as learning experiences that help AV systems improve.



HINDRANCES OF AD

In spite of the various potential benefits to increased vehicle automation, there 
are unresolved problems, such as:

1. Safety, technology issues, disputes concerning liability,
2. resistance by individuals to forfeiting control of their cars, 
3. customer concern about the safety of driverless cars,
4. implementation of a legal framework and establishment of government 

regulations; 
5. risk of loss of privacy and security concerns, such as hackers or terrorism; 
6. concerns about the resulting loss of driving-related jobs in the road transport 

industry;  
7. risk of increased suburbanization as travel becomes less costly and time-

consuming.

Many of these issues arise because autonomous objects, for the first time, 
would allow computers to roam freely, with many related safety and security 
concerns.



Societal acceptance

Safety of automated vehicles will also impact on the level of social acceptance and uptake.
Acceptance will depend on the likely deployment scenarios and feelings towards it may be
very different for example towards truck platoons on the motorway or low speed delivery
vehicles on separate infrastructure in urban areas.

The role of consumer information programs will also be important to explain and build
confidence and drive best practice in safety. At this stage, user acceptance poses a
challenge with over half (56%) of AA UK members indicating that they “would not trust
manufacturers and government assurance that driverless cars were safe”.
The technology should also be accessible to all categories of the population. It is not
acceptable that only a certain group can acquire such vehicles even if the technology is
regulated.
New financing models (with the support of the insurance sector) could also be developed.



The public seems concerned mainly about two potential risks associated 
with AVs: ethical dilemmas and cyber-attacks

The first is how they should respond to ethical dilemmas:
choosing between hitting a group of children in the road or
swerving and hitting another vehicle. Many people working in
the field think that such questions do not reflect the real
world, and point out that the best course of action is usually to
slam on the brakes.

The second worry is about cyber-attacks. AVs, which are
essentially computers on wheels, could be remotely
hijacked or sabotaged. Engineers working on AVs insist
that they take cyber-security very seriously, and say that
the multiple redundant sensor and control systems they
build in to make a vehicle mechanically safe will also
provide some protection.



The Ethycs of Autonomous
Driving



With the emergence of autonomous automobiles there are various ethical issues
arising. While morally, the introduction of autonomous vehicles to the mass market
seems inevitable due to a reduction of crashes by up to 90% and their accessibility
to disabled, elderly, and young passengers,
There still remain some ethical issues that have not yet been fully solved.

Those include, but are not limited to:

1) the moral, financial, and criminal responsibility for crashes,

2) the decisions a car is to make right before a (fatal) crash,

3) privacy issues,

4) Potential job loss.



There are different opinions on who should
be held liable in case of a crash, in particular
with people being hurt. Many experts see the car
manufacturers themselves responsible for those
crashes that occur due to a technical malfunction or
misconstruction. Besides the fact that the car
manufacturer would be the source of the problem in
a situation where a car crashes due to a technical
issue, there is another important reason why car
manufacturers could be held responsible: it would
encourage them to innovate and heavily invest into
fixing those issues, not only due to protection of the
brand image, but also due to financial and criminal
consequences. Experts suggest introducing a tax
or insurances that would protect owners and
users of autonomous vehicles of claims made by
victims of an accident.] Other possible parties that
can be held responsible in case of a technical failure
include software engineers that programmed the
code for the autonomous operation of the vehicles,
and suppliers of components of the AV.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car#cite_note-:2-222


Taking aside the question of legal liability
and moral responsibility, the question
arises how autonomous vehicles should
be programmed to behave in an
emergency situation where either
passengers or other traffic participants are
endangered. A very visual example of the
moral dilemma that a software engineer or
car manufacturer might face in
programming the operating software is
described in an ethical thought
experiment, the trolley problem: a
conductor of a trolley has the choice of
staying on the planned track and running
over 5 people, or turn the trolley onto a
track where it would kill only one person,
assuming there is no traffic on it. There
are two main considerations that need to
be addressed. First, what moral basis
would be used by an autonomous vehicle
to make decisions? Second, how could
those be translated into software code?



Researchers have suggested, in particular,
two ethical theories to be applicable to the
behavior of autonomous vehicles in cases of
emergency: deontology and utilitarianis
m. Asimov’s three laws of robotics are
a typical example of deontological
ethics. The theory suggests that an
autonomous car needs to follow strict written-
out rules that it needs to follow in any situation.
Utilitarianism suggests the idea that any
decision must be made based on the goal to
maximize utility. This needs a definition of
utility which could be maximizing the number
of people surviving in a crash. Critics suggest
that autonomous vehicles should adapt a mix
of multiple theories to be able to respond
morally right in the instance of a crash.
Privacy-related issues arise mainly from the
interconnectivity of autonomous cars, making
it just another mobile device that can gather
any information about an individual



Cyber Security



Past cyber incidents and the resulting disruptions to important transport links
highlight the necessity to adjust the required security level of transport
infrastructure to the actual risk from cyber physical attacks.
Control centers responsible for monitoring and control of traffic, thereby ensuring
safety and secure operation, have to considered real critical infrastructure with all
their effects. Also road sign systems, video systems, online payment systems,
websites and toll collection, are some of the platforms offer potential avenues for a
cyber-attack and must be adequately protected against this increasing risk. In the
next future cyber-attacks can interfere with self-driven and connected vehicles.

Self-driving vehicles can be turned into drones capable of any kind of malevolent
action.
Main weaknesses are: increasingly widespread internal electronic control units,
communications to company clouds for routine mechanical check-ups, assisted
systems based on digital road maps (e.g. google maps) and smart-roads interaction
systems based on wi-fi connection. New technical security measures must provide a
resilient attitude that can be capable not only to react properly. The challenge is to
provide systems with some peculiar internal capabilities such as preparedness,
prevention and recovering when faced with such events being place and time
unpredictable.



WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL 
SAFETY BENEFITS OF AD?



Driving safety experts predict that once
driverless technology has been fully
developed, traffic collisions (and resulting
deaths and injuries and costs), caused by
human errors, such as delayed reaction
time, tailgating, rubbernecking, and other
forms of distracted or aggressive
driving should be substantially reduced.

Consulting firm McKinsey &
Company estimated that widespread use
of autonomous vehicles could
"eliminate 90% of all auto accidents in
the United States, prevent up
to US$190 billion in damages and
health-costs annually and save
thousands of lives.“
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“safety and the potential to reduce accidents caused by human error” is one of
the main drivers for higher levels of automated driving.

Automated driving can therefore be considered as a key aspect to support several EU
transport policy objectives including road safety.

It is imperative that work continues to improve in all areas of road safety including
infrastructure and driver behaviour. Passive safety will still remain relevant.

Research from Finland shows safety increasing as automation goes up.

Positive impacts of transport automation on traffic flows will be seen at level 3, or
conditional automation: the throughput of the network will improve, shockwaves will
dissipate faster, speeding will be reduced and traffic efficiency will be improved. In the
context of the transport system, clear impacts will already be visible at level 2, where
improved safety will reduce traffic disruptions and congestion36. Increased vehicle safety
gains from automation and reducing driver error will deliver safety gains.



Less chance for human error

Most crashes involve some element of human error. If greater autonomous operation
reduces or eliminates these errors, then benefits for road safety may be substantial39.
ETSC endorses the ‘safe system’ approach meaning that “human beings are fallible, and
their errors must be anticipated and the risk of serious consequences from these errors
minimized.” Also, of relevance to the discussion about automated driving that “The
responsibility for reducing fatalities and serious injuries is therefore not solely placed on
the road users but shared with e.g. vehicle producers and infrastructure managers.40”
Thus, automated driving can be welcomed as a way of further sharing the responsibility
to vehicle manufacturers and infrastructure managers in the future.

Increased levels of vehicle automation could contribute to
eliminating or easing conflict situations. It is expected that it
could make a contribution by reducing visual error, single-
vehicle crashes and crashes at intersections. Automation
could be expected to reduce some high speed collisions on
the motorways due to the fast reaction times. It could also
address fatigue related crashes although driver operator
sleepiness may be enhanced due to boredom and to
disengagement from vehicle control



Photo courtesy of Malika Seddi
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Supporting high risk groups with the driving task 

One of the other implications for automated driving is that it
could enable some drivers who are limited by health
impairments to continue or start to drive either with support
from automated systems or within a fully autonomous
mode. It is recommended that, when designing automated
systems, engineers should take the entire diverse driving
population into account and look at different traffic
situations.

One group that could benefit are older drivers, highly
relevant within the context of Europe’s ageing society.
Thus automation could bring benefits for high risk
drivers, increasing or extending mobility whilst
potentially reducing safety risks that they may pose to
other road users.

30



VRU Vulnerable Road Users
Interaction between current vehicle drivers and VRUs sometimes takes the form of
communication through eye contact. Vehicles and their sensors and cameras will have to
go above and beyond simple detection and be able to pick up on different forms of
communication. This communication should also be able to function even in bad
weather conditions. The appearance of automated vehicles in traffic may also change
the mobility patterns to the extent of changing the behaviour of VRUs themselves –the
simple act of crossing the road may also be transformed. High risk scenarios should be
identified and ways found to manage all these different possibilities.

The solution:
Interaction between current vehicle drivers and VRUs
sometimes takes the form of communication through eye
contact. Vehicles and their sensors and cameras will have to go
above and beyond simple detection and be able to pick up on
different forms of communication. This communication should
also be able to function even in bad weather conditions. The
appearance of automated vehicles in traffic may also change the
mobility patterns to the extent of changing the behaviour of
VRUs themselves –the simple act of crossing the road may also
be transformed. High risk scenarios should be identified and
ways found to manage all these different possibilities.



Economic Advantages
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Economic Advantages



Vehicle manufacturers are also keen to reap the benefits of this new field. Various 
studies revealed the potentialeconomic impact projected for automated driving 
for the years to come ranging up to €71bn in 2030. The estimated global market 
for automated vehicles is 44 million vehicles by 2030. 

Driverless vehicles can be seen as a ‘new mode of transport’ capable of changing 
travel patterns and changing mobility culture. Research from the US on the 
implications of fully automated vehicles for vehicle ownership and use found that 
they may lead to a reduction in vehicle ownership of up to 43% 
due to increased vehicle sharing. 



REGULATION AND TESTING



Testing vehicles with varying degrees of autonomy can be done physically, in
closed environments, on public roads (where permitted, typically with a license or
permit or adhering to a specific set of operating principles) or virtually, i.e. in
computer simulations.
When driven on public roads, autonomous vehicles require a person to monitor
their proper operation and "take over" when needed.
Apple is currently testing self-driven cars, and increased the number of test
vehicles from 3 to 27 in January 2018. This number further increased to 45 in
March 2018.
One way to assess the progress of autonomous vehicles is to compute the average
number of miles driven between "disengagements", when the autonomous system
is turned off, typically by a human driver.

Testing vehicles 



In Europe, cities in Belgium, France, Italy and
the UK are planning to operate transport
systems for autonomous cars, and Germany,
the Netherlands, and Spain have allowed public
testing in traffic.
In 2015, the UK launched public trials of
the LUTZ Pathfinder autonomous pod in Milton
Keynes.
Beginning in summer 2015 the French
government allowed PSA Peugeot-Citroen to
make trials in real conditions in the Paris area.
The experiments were planned to be extended
to other cities such as Bordeaux and Strasbourg
by 2016. The alliance between French
companies THALES and Valeo (provider of the
first self-parking car system that equips Audi
and Mercedes premi) is testing its own system.
New Zealand is planning to use autonomous
vehicles for public transport in Tauranga and
Christchurch.
In Italy, the city of Turin gave way to testing of
autonomous vehicles in the city’s roads.



The 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic, subscribed to by over 70 countries 
worldwide, establishes principles to govern traffic laws. One of the fundamental 
principles of the Convention has been the concept that a driver is always fully in 
control and responsible for the behavior of a vehicle in traffic.[185] The progress of 
technology that assists and takes over the functions of the driver is undermining 
this principle, implying that much of the groundwork must be rewritten.

U.S. States that allow testing of driverless cars on public roads as of 1 February 
2018.
In the United States, a non-signatory country to the Vienna Convention, state 
vehicle codes generally do not envisage — but do not necessarily prohibit —
highly automated vehicles.[186][187] To clarify the legal status of and otherwise 
regulate such vehicles, several states have enacted or are considering specific laws

Rules and regulations pertaining to self-driving vehicle tests



In 2013, the government of the United Kingdom permitted the testing of 
autonomous cars on public roads.[197] Before this, all testing of robotic vehicles 
in the UK had been conducted on private property.[197]

In 2014 the Government of France announced that testing of autonomous cars 
on public roads would be allowed in 2015. 2000 km of road would be opened 
through the national territory, especially in Bordeaux, in Isère, Île-de-France 
and Strasbourg. At the 2015 ITS World Congress, a conference dedicated to 
intelligent transport systems, the very first demonstration of autonomous 
vehicles on open road in France was carried out in Bordeaux in early October 
2015.



The Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (I&M) of Holland has opened the 
public roads to large-scale tests with self-driving passenger cars and trucks. The Dutch 
cabinet has adopted a bill which in the near future will make it possible to conduct 
experiments with self-driving vehicles without a driver being physically present in the 
vehicle. The Experimenteerwet zelfrijdende auto (law governing the experimental use of 
self-driving vehicles) removes legal impediments. Thus ensuring manufacturers will have 
more opportunities to conduct tests involving self-driving vehicles.
The law governing the experimental use of self-driving vehicles will enable companies to 
apply for a permit to conduct tests with driverless-vehicles on public roads, with a 
human being ready to take command via remote control.
The RDW (Dutch Vehicle Authority) is responsible for the admission of vehicles to the 
public roads, including self-driving passenger cars and self-driving lorries. The RDW has 
the option of issuing an exemption for self-driving vehicles. Companies that wish to test 
self-driving vehicles must first convince and demonstrate that the tests will be conducted 
in a safe manner. To that end, they need to submit an application for admission.



In 2018, the Italian Minister of Infrastructures and Transport has signed the 
ministerial decree authorizing "vehicle manufacturers equipped with 
automatic driving technologies, as well as universities and public and private 
research institutions" to experiment with autonomous cars in Italy . The costs 
will be borne by the concessionaire or infrastructure manager.
A move envisaged in the Smart Road Decree which provides for the digital 
modernization of the national road network to make it not only suitable for 
dialogue with connected vehicles, but also suitable because of the more 
advanced levels of automatic assistance.

Sweden plans to permit 100 autonomous cars to be used on public roads in Gothenburg
in 2017.
Finland will also allow testing of robotic cars on public roads for limited periods and in
predetermined areas.
The UK has also announced trials including the launch of a code of practice18,19.
Belgium is developing a similar code of practice based on the UK document and is
preparing together with Netherlands a Truck Platooning demonstration. In Spain, the
Directorate General for Traffic approved in late 2015 a framework for the testing of
autonomous vehicles on open roads20. In Switzerland the Post service which also
transports people will trial two autonomous shuttles in an urban environment.



Further Outcomes of AD



The ‘Road Train‘.

It might sound like a fantasy, but the EU has commissioned a multi-year trial of a
kind of technology that would allow cars to sync up via sensor in lines behind
'leader' cars (which would be driven by professional drivers). Automated controls
would take over, and you'd follow the leader, free to take your hands off the
wheel, until you've gone your desired distance.

Backed by the European Commission, a research team has launched a 3-year trial
of this "road train" technology, in which a lead driver controls a convoy of up to
seven wirelessly-linked vehicles, as part of an effort to slash fuel consumption by
up to 20 percent per vehicle, reduce travel times and minimize congestion.

Research will continue for three years, with tests run in the UK and Sweden, and
eventually public road tests in Spain. If successful, the road train idea could
seriously reduce travel time, fuel consumption, emissions, and invariably, road
rage.



Your car would be equipped with a navigation system that 
would alert you when there was a Road Train ahead that 
was covering some or all of your journey

You'd approach the train, and send a message out that 
you'd like to join.

Now you sit back, kick your feet up on the dash, and 
wait until your stint on the highway is through--at 
which point you send out a signal and the automated 
controls widen the gap between the cars behind and 
in front of you, and you take over driving controls. . . 
.



LABOUR

The implementation of autonomous vehicles to the mass market might cost up to 
5 million jobs in the US alone, making up almost 3% of the workforce. Those jobs 
include drivers of taxis, buses, vans, trucks, and e-hailing vehicles. Many 
industries, such as the auto insurance industry are indirectly affected. This 
industry alone generates an annual revenue of about $220 billions, supporting 
277,000 jobs. To put this into perspective – this is about the number of 
mechanical engineering jobs.The potential loss of a majority of those jobs due to 
an estimated decline of accidents by up to 90% will have a tremendous impact on 
those individuals involved. Both India and China have placed bans on automated 
cars with the former citing protection of jobs.



Will we have to wait for Driving automation to
reach Level 5 to achieve the final target of
Visione Zero?

Probably not. Technolgies at present moment
installed on most new vehicles grant a level of safety
way above those present on previous models.
The collision braking system, theautomatic parking
and the lane control are the newest divices that are
being installed on mostly all new vehicoles and
prevent the most common road crashes in urban
areas.
Devices like ABS, Airbags and event safety belts that
are universally present in our cars were considered
an extra fitting only a few years ago.

The eCall emergency system will also grant faster
post crash intervention and the system has been
recently made compulsory on all new automobiles.



GOING BEYOND VISION ZERO





In the past 40 years, academics, technicians, engeneers, public Authorities,

Associations, international Organizations ha struggled to develop strategies to reduce
and zero injuries and deaths cause by road crashes.

Theories, strategies concerning road safety policies and infrastucture improvements
have been the focus of all road safety related efforts by thousands of people all over the
Planet.

The 5 Pillars, the Safe System Approach, the friendly road side, the millions of pages
written by dedicated and passionate technicians and experts, all of these may now
become obsolete when a final solution to road safety appears at the horizon in a future
which is not as far as we think.



Is road safety still an issue when driverless cars are the new norm? In the future,
people will readily adopt new technology and the passenger fleet will almost entirely
be composed of autonomous vehicles. These vehicles will be ‘connected’ to all other
vehicles on the road and to the infrastructures and the number of collisions will
plummet dramatically, even while technology enables them to drive closer together.
We won’t need traffic signals or lights in the future! Vehicles will manage intersections
directly and will determine the optimum speed to keep traffic moving in all directions.
They will follow the rules of the road and have real-time information on road
conditions. They won’t get tired or distracted. The human factor in accidents will be
reduced to nearly zero and there will be far fewer accidents as a result.
There will still be some risk on our roads from vehicles that are not autonomous, such
as bicycles. While it is impossible to completely eliminate this risk, autonomous
vehicles will anticipate and quickly react to the unexpected behavior of such vehicles
and their human riders.

Many of the mechanical features in cars that are designed to mitigate harm in crashes
will drop away because crashes will be so rare that the benefits won’t warrant the
burden. On the other hand, the computing power vehicles rely on to analyze and react
to vast quantities of data will increase. The ‘brain power’ of vehicles will go from that
of hamsters to humans as they become increasingly computerized and automated
(see the Future of Data and Intelligence in Transport).



TOWARDS A SHARED MOBILITY
AND A NEW SOCIETY



01.01.2009 - 31.12.2012

A new concept of private mobility is appearing on the
horizon.

Driving an automated driving car will slowly have a psycological effect on
drivers.
The «car» will no longer represent a status symbol, something that we control
and through it show our power and wealth, the competition of going faster
than other drivers.
Speed limits, expecially in urban areas where 50 or even 30 km/h is more and
more common, make powerful engines irrelevant and do not represent a extra
value to spend money on.
An automated vehicle will never exceed the given speed limits even if we
wanted to.

Costs of owning a private vehicle will exceed the benefits.
Today, on our roads, the presence of shared vehicles with companies that let
you use a car for the time you actually need it without the burden of
assurance, taxes, fuel, mechanich interventions, parking places, limited
access to restricted areas, is more and more common.
Why immobilize in a garage a 30 or more thousands euros car that will lose its
value every month and will cost you thousands of euros a year just for
maintenance, assurance, parking and possible mechanical problems?



Once we have put aside this these «macho» desires: to possess, to control, to
show off, to overcome others, we will be able to move on and consider
transport only as a way to move for point A to point B in the safest and
confortable possible way.
We already do this with air and maritime transport. We get on a plain or a boat
not knowing who (or what) is driving. We trust technology all the way through.

Actually we allow automatic driving take the place of the pilot without a blink of
the eye.
So why not transfer this to road transport?

It is a psycological shift that will probalbly take a couple of generations to
achieve.
Eventually, we will result having a more man-size living environment where
transport, traffic, danger and even death will no longer be a concern nor a
priority.

Shared transport will represent a social solution not only for road safety but
also for a different way of living, slowing down the hectic speed of our lives
and allowing us to dedicate more time to our lives, interests, passions and
loved ones.



01.01.2009 - 31.12.2012

It is a psycological shift that will probalbly take a couple of generations to be
accepted.

Eventually, we will result having a more man-size living environment where
transport, traffic, danger and even death will no longer be a concern.

Shared transport will represent a solution not only for road safety but also for a
different way of living, slowing down the hectic speed of our lives and allowing us
to dedicate more and more time to our lives, interests, passions and loved ones.



AFTER ALL THIS, ARE YOU READY TO LEAVE 
THIS CAR IN OUR THE GARAGE?



By Leonardo Annese

PIARC 
Italian National Committee

Anas S.pa.

Automated Driving: 
a Vision BEYOND Vision Zero!



Automated Driving in Europe 



The EU has a long history of investing in research projects contributing to automated
driving. A number of EU Member States have already opened up to automated driving both
in terms of enabling testing of new vehicles and running pilots.
Examples include CityMobil 1 and 2 which have demonstrated the use of robotic vehicles
for shuttle services in the protected urban environment.
.



C-Roads Platform



The C-Roads Platform is a cooperation of Member States and road operators
working on the deployment of harmonized and interoperable C-ITS services in
Europe.

Through the C-Roads Platform, authorities and road operators join together to
harmonize the deployment activities of cooperative intelligent transport systems
(C-ITS) across Europe. The goal is to achieve the deployment of interoperable
cross-border C-ITS services for road users.

The deployment of C-ITS is an evolutionary process that will start with the less complex
use cases. These are referred to as “Day-1-services”, encompassing messages about traffic
jams, hazardous locations, road-works and slow or stationary vehicles, as well as weather
information and speed advice to harmonize traffic. Using probe vehicle and infrastructure-
related data, all C-ITS services shall be transmitted directly into the vehicles in a way that
allows users to get informed, but not distracted.
The deployment of C-ITS faces many important issues still unresolved, such as legal,
organizational, administrative, governing aspects, technical and standardization issues as
well as implementation and procurement issues.



Digital Infrastructures
There are two trains of thought regarding the extent to which fully automated vehicles
will rely on data input and external information systems. Some argue that a fully
automated car should be able to rely on its own sensors and capabilities of perception.
Others say that automated driving may rely on improved digital infrastructure74 to enable
Co-operative ITS technology. Authorities also have certain obligations under the EU’s ITS
Directive 2010/40.
If this is the case, more investment is needed in improving the digital infrastructure
needed to enable vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication.
Benefits could be gained in opening up information from the traffic management
system, for example, in passing information about upcoming congestion or suggested
route mapping. Thus a fully automated vehicle will require a more demanding and more
accurate set of data on the traffic environment. However, there are security issues as
insecure communication may open the system to cyber hacking.



Road Infrastructures

Many semi-automated or fully-
automated technologies will rely on road
infrastructure being readable for their
applications. The infrastructure
performance (visibility, state of repair)
regarding traffic signs, signals and road
markings to support higher levels of safe
and reliable automated driving have to
be recognized. This will involve common
standards and harmonization.

There is a need for close collaboration
between the road operators and the
developers of semi and fully automated
vehicles to communicate about the
needs from both sides.



Technologies Today



Some example: 1995 BMW Ruetz

The COMPANION system

a roadside hazard warning and information system
main objective is to reduce the number of 'shunt' style accidents by warning
drivers in advance of stationary vehicles in front of them.

This is done through roadside electronic guide markers, which emit yellow or
orange signals, to indicate that there are incidents ahead. Overall, traffic speeds
are reduced by between 10% and 20%, on activation of the system and instances
of critical headways between vehicles are reduced significantly. The system is
well liked by drivers who see it as providing a positive improvement in road
safety.



Some example: BOSCH

Smart City by BOSCH: save 208 billion euros
• by 2050, at least 70% of the world population will live in the city
• in 2030 there will be 41 megacities
• Tokyo that could reach 37 million

Some useful tech
• E-bike ABS
• eCall for the 2 wheels
• Digital Shield (Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) that allows the 

dialogue between cars and motorcycles could avoid almost a 
third of motor vehicle accidents)

• Connected Parking
• Vivatar "the digital guardian angel of Bosch", used to 

contact friends and family members to be "digitally escorted" at 
home through GPS



Some example: VOLVO DriveMe

The approach is fail-operational, which 
guarantees operation after any failures , 
includes backup systems that ensure that 
the Autopilot continues to operate 
correctly even if an element of the 
system is deactivated

DOUBLE• BRAKING SYSTEM
TOTAL• MONITORING
detection of the position is based on this information, as well as on a
GPS system and on a three-dimensional high-definition digital map
that is continuously updated with the data in real time.



Some example: Toyota Safety Sense 2

Pre-Collision System:
recognizing the cyclists during the day, detect 
pedestrians during the night.
Lane Tracing Assist: turns the steering slightly 
to help the driver to keep the vehicle centered in 
its lane, even in the curves

The Road Sign Assist: displays the road signs on the 
dashboard and on the Head-Up display (uses the on-board 
camera and recognizes various signals)
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control: operates with advanced 
recognition of the behavior of previous vehicles and total 
control of the accelerations / decelerations necessary to 
maintain the set speed



Some example. NISSAN C-V2X

First global maxi test
cars by 5G

in 2018
C-V2X technology that will aim to show how cars are ready to dialogue
with each other and with infrastructures making intelligent mobility
simpler and more functional
C-V2X work without the assistance or coverage of the cellular network .
The tests, reports and the use cases focus specifically on Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle communications -to-
Pedestrian (V2P), without forgetting the Vehicle-to-Network (V2N) the
V2X technology is born.



Va in questa direzione l• ’avvio di una sperimentazione giapponese, in anteprima 
mondiale, della tecnologia C-V2X (acronimo di Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything). Lo 
sviluppo del progetto sarà seguito da numerosi player: Nissan, Continental, 
Ericsson, NTT DOCOMO, OKI e Qualcomm Technologies, controllata di 
Qualcomm Incorporated.

https://www.quattroruote.it/ricerca/ricerca-notizie.html?_charset_=UTF-8&key=C-V2X
https://www.quattroruote.it/ricerca/ricerca-notizie.html?key=qualcomm&_charset_=UTF-8
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